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Part I The Methodology of Operations Analysis I
1. The object of this report is to discuss the techniques

of Naval Operations Analysis and apply them to a hypothetical

tactical situation. (Particular emphasis will be placed on the

application of these techniques to weapon system development.)

Ordnance laboratories are faced Uith the problem of selecting

the best possible weapon system or set of systems from a variety

of proposals. The unprecedented cost of modern ordnance precludes

the development of more than a few major weapon systems at any

given time. In addition, the tactical conditions under which

the chosen weapons must perform can only be projected because

of the long lead time from concept formulation to the deployment

of operational weapons. Because of these conditions, a severe

burden is imposed upon the decision-maker who must select the

weapon systems most likely to assure the continuing security

of the nation. Operations Analysis (OA) is an attempt to aid

the decisicn-maker by using scientific methods to quantitatively

compare competing wepnon svstem proposals.

2. The role of the operations analyst is not to make the

decision, but rather to supplythe decision-maker with a tangible

basis for comparison. The analyst must deal with things that

can be measured, or estimated from statistical data, or computed

from theoretical con1deratLonrs. The decision-maker must consider

not only the aspects of the problem which are quantifiable,

but also those which are not. Some examples of the latter are

experience, political limitations, diplomatic agreements, and

human factors such as morale, training, and possible loss of life.
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3. An analyst must not only draw upon past experience; he

must 5o anticipat, e tactical s•iuat±iori trhat are without preoedent.

The weapons being developed today cannot be produced and deployed

for many years. It is tirue that Without a thoruu~h understanding

of present day fleet tactical experiences an analyst could not

make a realistic projection. But a inere extrapolationi of todays

technology is not sufficient to assure an adequate weapon system

effectiveness model. The possibility of technological break-

throughs must be anticipated. Experience is a valuable teacher,

but it can be expensive. It could be said that in 1940 the

French Army learned valuable lessons concerning the effectiveness

of highly mobile armored divisions. The tuition for their education,

however, was rather more than they could afford. An analyst's

model must consider not only past experience, but possible

tactical innovations as well.

4. The basic steps in formulating an (OA) problem are

as follows:

(a) Determine the true objectives or mission of the operation

under consideration.

(b) Try to determine all possible methods for friendly forces

to accomplish the mission.

(c) Try to determine all possible enemy countermeasures to

thwart the mission.

entail,!d by each alternative.

(e) Decide on a measure of effectiveness (MOE) to use as

2
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a basis for quantitativcly comparing competing systems.

(f) Construct a mathematical model that can describe the

physical situation.

5. The basic techniques that can be used either singly

or in combination for solving an (OA) problem are as follows:

(a) Theoretical analyses, such as a probabilistic description

$If the tactical situation.

(b) Statistical analysis of data obtained from 7azt tactical

experience. This is a valuable supplement to theoretical analyses

when it is possible.

(c) Field trials at sea under circumstances which simulate

the expected tactical situation: This method is usually very

effective, but extremely costly. in the case of weapon proposals

that are still in the feasibility stage, it ic not possible.

(d) Computer simulation of the tactical situation using

Monte Carlo or game theory techniques: This method may hold

great promise for the future but considerable care must be

exercised to ensure that the model accurately simulates physical

reality.

6. Determining the true obJective or mission of a particular

operation is a crucial first step in any analysis. A hasty reader

might conclude that this phase of the (OA) problem is rather

trivial. But the problem is far more subtle and complex

than it first appears. For exax.ple, consider the naval conflict

between the United Kingdom and Germany during the early years

of World War II. The British had to import many commodities

by sea in order tc continue their war effort. The Germans deployed

3
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submarines in an attempt to halt this maritime traffic. What

then was the British objective in this conflict., It could have

been defined as a need to minimize merchant shipling losses. This

could have been done by keeping all their ships in port and

allowing themselves to be starved into submission. The solution

is absurd because the stated objective is absurd. The real

objective was concerned with maintaining the flow of vital

supplies and assuring their continued flow into the indefinite

future. This more complex objective, which is difficult to

define in precise mathematical terms, is certainly not consistent

with minimizing shipping losses, although of course there was

some maximum tolerable rate of shipping losses associated with

the problem.

7. In the example cited above, the logical fallacy in the

stated objective was blatantly obvious. Unfortunately in many

tactical situations the true objectives may be difficult to

determine and define. The errors in their definition may be

subtle and decCeptive even to experienced analysts and decision-

makers. Accurate determination of the true objectives can only

be achieved by carefully considering the missions of the tactical

forces involved. If the essential objectives are not recognized,

the (OA) results will be deceptive or useless no matter how

skillfully the balance of the analysis is conducted.

8. Once the true objectives of an operation have bech

determined, a weapon system or systems proposal may be suggested

to accomplish the mission. The analyst should then list all

competing proposals which could be used to accomplish the sm~L

4
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purpose. Also, any existing fleet capability for perfonr.ing Ithe

mission should be included. The analyst must then generate a

comparative analysis of each possible alternative. Consideral].

care must be exercised when coii.paring a proposed system with an'

already existing capability. Capability estimates for a proposed

weapon eystem are usually based on theoretical projections,

whereas an existing capability may be measured or estimated from

statistical data acquired in operational use. The latter infor-

niation is usually more dependable, and a very clear cut theoretical

advantage is required to Justify the high cost ot' developing a

new capability.

9. When the list of competing alternatives has been

compiled, the possibility of enemy countermeasures should be

considered. A list of conceivable countermeasures for each weauon

system proposal should bu prepared. The vulnerability of a

system to existing or possible enemy capabilities nay become

a determining factor in estimating its worth.

10. An estimate of the relative costs and risks to friendly

forces ental'ed by each alternative shoul.. then be r,.adt. Thebe

costs should include development, evaluation, procurement,

training of personnel, exercise, and maintenance. Also, the

risks involved when friendly forces use the system must also

be considered. These would involve the safety provisions for

handling, loading, and carrying the weapon on board ship or

aircraft, as well as the assurance that the weapon once launched

would not circle and attack the launcher. In addition, the

tactical limitations imposed on the launching vehicle when

5
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delivering the weapon must be considered. Would these restrictions

make the launcher vulnerable to enemy counterattaclk? All these

items must be considered in evaluating each competing proposal.

11. When the assorted alternatives have been defined, the

system variables that might affect the tactical outcome of an

encounter should be listed. These might include the friendly

ship's speed; the target's speed; the range and destructive

capability of the weapon to be used; the reliability and

avallability of all necessary equipment, such as the weapon,

ships SONAR, fire control, and communication equipment; and

the probable hydrothermal or meteorological condition6. This

list should provide a guide to the complexity of the mathematical

model that must be prepared. It will also indicate the basic

data that must either be computed or measured. The outcome

of a particular operation can be viewed as a function of all the

pertinent variables.

12. If a meaningful quantitative comparison is to be made

between competing systems a measure-of-effectiveness (MOE) must

be etabhit-d. There rust be some criteria by meanS o which

fundamentally different alternatives can be measured and compared.

The crucial consideration is that the (MOE) accurately reflect

the true objectives of the operation. Recall the scenario of

paragraph 6 above. If merchant ships were grouped in convoys

and protected by destroyer escorts, one (MOE) of the destroyers

might be the number of submarines sunk per month. But of course

we can easily see the fallacy in this (MOE). A high kill ate

would have been a poor consolation to the British if it were

6
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the vital merchant fleet. Perhaps a better (MOE) would have been

the percentage of merchant ship transits accomplished without a

sinking. But even this (MOE) has pitfalls. A convoy can move

only as fast as the slowest ship. If a ship capable of 16 knots

is forced to travel at 8 knots, the amount of cargo it can deliver

per unit time is cut in half. Its effectiveness is reduced even

though it is never damaged. In addition, the destroyer escort

represents an investment of national resources that could have

been used to increase the size of the merchant fleet. It is

conceivable that a strategy of using all resources to build

merchant ships and letting them sail individually with higher

risk could have been the most effective possible. Even though

this strategy was probably not the best, the percentage of

successful ship transits was not an adequate (MOE) for this

complex scenario. If valid comparisons are to be made the

(MOE) must be selected with extreme care to ensure that it

accurately reflects the true objective of ,the operation.

13. A (MOE) frequently used in weapons system development

is the cost-effectiveness. It is necessary here to define the

term cost-effectiveness precisely. In recent years some people

have given ti~e expression an emotional implication which is not

scientifically appropriate. It has come to be associated with

economizing; tnat is, choosing the cheapest alternative.

This is not the definition used here. Rather, cost-effectiveness

is an attempt to assure the most efficient possible use of

resources, even if this means choosing the most expensive

7
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alternative. Therefore, cost-effeýtiveness is defined as an

attempt to maximize the attainment of an objective for a given

cost. "r to say the same thing in another way; it is an attempt

to accomplish the objective for the smallest possible cost.

14. In weapon system development the circumstances of

eventual tactical use cannot be fully anticipated. Therefore a

(MOE) which tries to assure minimum cost-per-kill of an expected

target seems the most suitable one to use, and this is the cost-

effectiveness. An analysis in these terms is necessary because

in perspective military development decisions are primarily

economic ones. The major military services are provided with a

limited fraction of the nations resources ahd must accomplish

their missions to the best of their ability by maximizing ,he

efficient use of their share. Each service must decide between

missiles or airplanes, aircraft carriers or submarines, tanks

or artillery, and so on ad infinitum.

15. When the above steps have been satisfactorily completed

a mathematical model that accurately describes the phyvsInl

situation must be prepared for each competing alternative.

A solution to the (OA) problem consists then of computing the

(MOE) for each alternative. The results may be a complex

function of many variables and tactical situations. If so,
c.r4-must be taken -to present the informaion in a gI-aphical

or tabular form that will communicate the essential information

to the decision,-maker clearly, accurately, and succinctly.

16. It is worth emphasizing that once the true objective

has been deternmind, the alternatives listed, the MOE selected

8
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and the appropriate mathematical model generated, the actual

computations may seem rather trivial. Sometimes only a few

carefully selected calculations will suffice as a meaningful I
solution. In more complicated situations, the model can be

programmed for a computer and solutions can be obtained for a

wide range of the significant variables. The basic point to

keep in mind however, is that an elaborately programmed mathematical

model can be very impressive and provide a wealth of solutions,

but these solutions are worthless if the objective, alternatives,

and (MOE) have not been realistically determined.

17. There is an old story about a factory that bought a

fine new but very complex machine. The machine was installed and

functioned beautifully. It increased the volume of production

many fold for lower cost. But one day the machine broke down.

The factory maintenance men worked fr l.-yz, but 0hey were unable

to repair it. Finally the factory WaC'XS;e. w foxced to cell

in an outside consultant. The nex.t mornuinL- t (w -onsultant:

arrived and spoke briefly with the ma r1;Aýhc':: en. Then he

asked for a hammer. With ha meao In haýdi he c•r'wled urdi'r the

machine and gave it one hard rzap H1: crawled back out,

turned on the machine, and. it worked perfectly. He then drove

off without another word. All was wel1 until the end of the

month when the bill arr.-ived. It was for one thousand dollars.

The factory manager was stun-ned, so he sent back a letten.

asking that the bill be itemized. A few days later the itemized

bill arrived. It read:

9
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For strilking thE: tl.•,. WIth the hammer--ore do--lar.
For knowir,& whe,-2 tc strike the blow--nine hundred and
ninty nine dollar3

In operations analysis, tolvin. the mathematical model is

striking the blow with the hammer; finding the true objective

of the mission, determinirj-, al-i thcý alternatives, choosing an

appropriate (MOE), and deveLopirg the correct mathematical model

for each alternative is know_-ng where to strike the. blow.

10
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Part II -- An Ezample of Operational Analysis Applied to Weapon
----- eDeelpmn for -a subwartr-4"1- rfl?'iai Patrol-

18. It is desired to apply the techniques suggested in

Part I to a hypothetical operational situation of practical

interest. Because of the limited scope of this study many

simplifying assumptions will be made. But hopefully, some

aspects of an (OA, study will be illustrated.

19. The assumed mission will be to entablish a barrier

that will prevent enemy submarines Lrom tra~iting some narrow

water passageway, such as the sea betweun Ice, land and the United

Kingdom. Such a barrier could be established by many altur.-ative

systems, for example: patrol aircraft usirng sonobuoys for

detection, surface ships using active SONAR systems, or minefields

using passive acoustic detection. This study however, will

consider only a barri.er maintained by attack submarines, and

specifically a portion of a barrier maintained by a single

submarine.

20. The patrcalng submarine is assumed to be of the attack

typc, Idea l2y equir-ped to detect and fight a ducl with an enemy

submarine. Its mi&sion is to find the enemy and force him to

fight. The target submarine is assumed to be equJpped primarily

with strategic weapons. Its mission is to assume a tactical

position from which it can launch its weapons against the Continental

United States (CONUs). It is less well equipped to fight a duel

with an attack submarine, but it does have some defensive

capability. The terget submarine will, therefore, attempt to

cross the barrier without being detected. If it is detected

11
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it will try to escape rather than fLght.

21. A mathematicalmodel will be prepared to quantitatively

describe this physical operatiin. Included will be:

(a) The following probabilities

(1) Pd the probability of detecting a target as it
tries to cross the barrier.

(2) Pa the probability of achieving a tactical
position that will permit an attack. There will be
a different Pa for each type of weapon considered.

(5) Pc the probability that the weapon will be capable
of destroying the target given that it functions
reliably.

(4) Pr the reliability (-nd availability) of the
weapon (i.e., the probability that it will operate
as the designer intended throughout the attack.

(b) The average cost of making a successful attack.

(c) The risk to the friendly submarine incurred during the
attack.

22. The (MOE) used in this study will be the cost-effectiveness

(i.e., average cost per kill). Although a monetary value will be

placed on the attacking unit, no attempt will be made to quantize

the value of human life. The risk to the friendly submarine

will be separately computed and tabulated. In a real strategic

situation, the decision-maker would have to weigh the estimated

cost-effectiveness, the possible loss of human life, and other

intangible factors against the significance of the strategic

threat posed by the intended target.

23. The basic technique used for the solution of this problem

will be a hypothetical theoretical analysis. Statistical analysis

of past data would require effort beyond the scope of this study

and might necessitate its being classified. Computer simulation

12
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of this tactical situation would be possible, but probably *1

would not increase its usefulness. The model used therefore,

will be probabilistic, with kill probability (Pk) computed as

follows:

K Pd 10& PAPý

The average cost per attack (c) will be computed by estimating

'he costs of the various weapons expended and of maintaining

a submarine on patrol. The average cost per kill (0k) can then

be computed as:

C

Where Cr is the cost of risking the friendly submarine in combat.

24. Reference (a) describes a mathematical model for

computing the Pd of linear patrol when the observer submarine's

speed is close to the speed of the target. A brief description

of this model follows. The geographic situation is illustrated

in figure 1. The width of the barrier to be maintained i5 D.

The observer submarine is assumed to have a passive detection

range of w a constant which is independent of both target and

observer submarine speed. The observers sweep width is, therefore,

W. The observer maintains the patrol by moving continuously

from point A to B and back again. The target is assumed to try

to cross the barrier on a path perpendicular to d at any point

on path D. Any other path would increase his detection probability

since he would spend more time in the danger zone. The targets

13
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TARGZET

A

2

D

w

D barrier width 7 passive detection range

d observer track u target speed

w sweep width v observer speed

Fig. 1 LINEitR BARRIER: GEOGRAPHIC CONFIGURATION

14
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unknown location is assumed to be uniformly random with respect j
to both time and the crossing point of D. The targets speed

is u and the observers speed is v.

25. An understanding of the relative motions of the target

and the observer can be obtained by considering the following

example: Visualize a Brush recorder with a paper tape and a

broad line pen. The observer submarine represents the broad

line pen with the sweep width proportional to the width of the

pen line. The uniform probability distribution of the target

is represented by the paper tape of the recorder. The paper

tape moves past the pen with a speed relatively proportional to

the target speed. The pen oscillates with a frequency proportional

to the speed of the observer submarine. If the tape moves

slowly enough the broad line pen will completely darken the

paper tape. This would correspond to the case where the detection

probability of Pd was one. But if the tape moves more quickly

the pen will darken only a portion of it. Since the target is

uniformly distributed the detection probability would simply

k, 1.~1 U Vi~ LLJdU.LV.U Uý tota~I~lJ L vea of th. e t~ape.

An example of relative observer and target movements when P (d)

is less than one is shown in figure 2. The relative trace is

clearly cyclical and symnictrical so that the ratio of areas

of one half cycle are identical with the ratio of areas of the

total trace. It is possible to express this ratio and therefore

Pd in terms of the basic tactical parameters. First let us

define two new symbols:

15
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w d w

2

_ _ _ D D
u

tanp V

Fig. 2 Linear Barrier: Relative Tracks

16
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then by both references (a) and (b)

if

then

26. Both references (a) and (b) present this equation

without proof. Since the derivation may be of interest to some

readers the author has generated a proof based on the geometry

of the tactical situation. Because of the symmetry noted in

figure 2 the proof can be based on a single half cycle. Consider

the diagrarm, of figure 3. Since the target location probability

is assumed to be uniform over the entire area of the half

cycle rectangle, the detection probability is simply the ratio

of the swept area (shaded) to the total area. For convenience

of manipulation it is desirable to let

Pd = 1 - Pno

where Pno is the probability of not detecting the target. Pno

is equal to the area of the two unswept triangles divided by

2-7
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______ _____ D _ _ _ _ _

A(D- W) tanp

AIIEI
T3111l AREA

Fig~. 3 DEIr.CJ1'uN PjIOBiLB1LTY
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the total area. The total area (Ta) is as follow3:

T=. (t = -.W) = .A/Xt•
T'I..

D-W
where D is the length of the barrier and r is the distance

the target moves while the barrier submarine is traveling the

distance d-D-W. This latter is the distance the patrol submarine

must travel to sweep the full length of the barrier. Note that

1 is equal to the tangent of p . The two triangles are congruent
r
which is evident from the symmetry of the situation. The area

of one triangle 1 LA; the area of both then is LA and

P LA__
DW

but L

where V

A =LT - ) TAW

R-ecallin that tanR = = 1
V r

The area of the triangles is then

LA D X D .

since tanp ./a , i 8A

P A

D X0

so >1 AL'
19
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by letting0

and dividing both numerator and denominator by w2 we obtain

but

so -- rz l

and - -

qED
of course the equation has physical significance only when

A. i(-+3) since a probability can never exceed one.

if ,t ba-5,f-(X4- i) ThEN Pd. = I

But it is true that the time of detection is less as A, increases.

27. The above excellent model is entirely adequate for

many purposes. Since this report is concerned with the rel&tive

performance of' weapon systems and related SONAR and fire control

systems however, the model seems inadequate. it assumes that

passive detection range -ý-and therefore sweep width (W) is

independent of both the target's and the observer's speed. In

practice this is certainly not true. In general, the faster

the target moves, the more noise it generates, and the further

it can be detected. Conversely, the faster the observer moves,

20
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the more its self noise iii increased, arnd the more its detection

range is limited. Thebe effects are described in detail In

reference (c). Thus sweep width can be more accurately representedI

as

w +

where/ is a decreasing function of IV,

and7(- is an increasing function of AL,

28. For generality both/b) and V) coald be represented

by power se'.'ies. For example:

# v-r) + "_1 -I- -t " + •-ca./ 2" + -.C9 rv-3 + --

8 . + jB, A,- +., +. 3 lP +

where the fandt . could be determined

from the noise characteristics of the two submarines and from

the detection capabilities of the observers passive SONAR.

It will be assumed when v=o and u=o the submarine noise levels

would be zero.

In actual practice excellent results could probably be obtained

by assuarLing that

21
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•. -P, • N -

However, even these simplified expressions lead to a very complex

mathematical model for P (d). Since the scope of this study

is severly limited and concerned primarily with weapon system

models a further simplification will be made. It will be

assumed that the speed ranges of both the observer and the

target will be limited to 6 to 20 knots. Over this vestricted

speed range an interesting analysis can still. be made assuming

linearity such that

and , ,) -

thus W

29. The new expression for W now permits a new expression

for detection probability

dt =D-W X

then

22
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r~~~ . -- - 0%A

S'

-44

and we now have detection probability expressed as a function

of target and observer speeds u and v and of barrier length D

with v and u variable.

30. As described previously,•and p are constants

determined by the noise levels of both the target and the observer

and also by the capability of the observers passive SONAR.

Hypothetical values have been assumed for these parameters.

These values are not necessarily representative of actual

fleet capabilities; they have been selected for purposes of

illustration only. The values selected are:

oC= -- o.5"88

Table 1 reveals some of the inmplicat~ans of this selection for

various extreme combinations of v and u.

23
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Table 1. P (d) as a function ofocand

v u w > r P (d)

6 6 9.53 4.25 1.00 0.268
6 10 18.23 1.74 O.60 o.424
6 20 40.00 0.25 0.30 0.834
10 6 7.13 5.97 1.67 0.274
10 10 15.88 2.15 1.00 0.443
10 20 37.64 0.33 0.50 o0.34
20 6 1.29 37.76 3.33 0.089
20 10 10.00 4.0OC 2.00 o.426
20 .0 31.76 0.57 1.00 0.851

v = observer speed in knots

u = target speed in knots

w = v +Bu

= D-w

r V
U

D = 50 nautical miles

• = -0.583

p = + 2.176

31. The expression P (d) has been programmed in Basic

langaage and computations have been mace 1or various values

of the pertinent parameters. The program and a set of calculations

for a barrier length (D) of 50 nautical miles have been included

as enclosure (1). Sets of calculations for barrier lengths

of 100 a~*d 200 nautical miles have also been prepared and all

detection probabilities are presented in matrix form in enclosure

(2). It can be readily seen that for some situations an optimum

observer speed lies between the limits of 6 and 20 knots. For

example, with a D of 50 nautical miles and a target speed of

10 knots; the detection probability is a maximum when the observer

24
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speed is near 14 knots.

3?. The question naturally arises: for a given target

speed what is the precise optimum observer speed and how should

it be computed. Depending on the values of (and P it could be

the minimum (6 knots) or the maximum (20 knots) for the model.

However, the optimum could be between these limits as in the

previous example. In this case the derivative of P (d) with

respect to v would be of interest. It is as follows:

d Pd.L. n~

settilrg this expression equal to zero and solving for v would

be a tr;-.u.atic experience, but it is not necessary. It is a

comparatively simple matter to program it for the computer and

solve for, the zero crossings in any particular case. A copy

of the program in Basic language is included as enclosure (3).

In the example pr•eviously cited, the detection probability is
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found to be a maximum for an observer speed between 14 and 15

knots. When the target speed increases to 12 knots, the optimum

observer speed is found to be between 16 and 17 k-nots. These

calculations suggest a possible theory of games conflict between

the target and the observer.

33. However, an examination of the enclosure (2) matrices

indicates that the games aspect of the present example is trivial.

If the target is aware of the location of the barrier patrol

its optimum strategy is always to transit at the minimum speed

of 6 knots. This triviality is a direct result of letting w

be a linear function of u and v. If, for example,

a non-trivial game situation could arise between the target

and the observer. A model of this type would probably reflect

actual tactical situations with greater precision and would be

of considerable interest to the Naval Operations Analyst. Such

an effort is, however, beyond the limited scope of the present

study.

34. A non trivial game theory situation may still arise

from the present model if the target submarine is uncertain of

the location or existence of the barrier patrol. If the target

is to perform a long distance mission a speed of 6 knots, could

be an untenable restriction. The target would then be forced

to trade-off ocean transit time value against the risk of detection

by a possible barrier patrol. In this situation the target may

decide to transit at a speed well above 6 knots. Thus, the
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observers detection probability would be a function of hli-

estimate of probable target speed, and a worthwhile game

situation would exist.

35. But detection of the target is only part of the problem.

To use some weapons such as torpedoes the friendly submarine may

have to attain a favorable position relative to the target before

an attack is possible. Consider the diagram of figure 4: The

friendly submarine located at point F is patrolllrg from west

to east along the axis AB. The circle centered about F represents

the area of passive detection c~ability with a naximum. range of

W As before, W is the total sweep width of the barrier submarine.

A target submarine is assumed to transit the barrier from north

to south along the line CDE. Consider the point in time whv:

the patrolling submarine's circle of detection is just tangent

with CDE as shown in the diagram. Depending on the relative

speeds of the two submarines there exists a point E such that

if the target is or± the south side it will cross out of the

barrier zone before the advancing friendly submarine can detect

it. Conversely, if it is north of E, it will be detected

before it can escape from the barrier zone. In a similar manner

there exists a point C such that if the target is on the north

side it will not enter the barrier 7one until after the friendly

submarine has passed. If it is sot't i of C it will unwittingly

sail into the detection area of the patrolling submarine.

36. Let us assume that the patrolling submarine is

equipped with two types of torpedoes. Also, let us assume that

an ordnance development laboratory is considering the value of
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C
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N

Fig. i ATTACK POSITION DIAGRAM
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developing a new weapon to increase the patroller's capability.

The new weapon is to be a sub-to-sub missile. Each of these

weapons imposes a different attack-positioning 1. .itation on

the patroller. Of course, the limitations suggested are purely

hypothetical. They are intended to illustrate the general

approach to the problem, not to represent the limitations of

real weapons. It is assumed that if the patroller is using

torpedoes, it cannot obtain an attack position unless the initial

detection is made while the target is still north of the patrol

axis (i.e., the targek must originally have been located on the

line segment CD). If the target were originally on DE he would

be able to avoid the attack. Using the missile, however,

the patroller could attack no matter where the target was

detected. Let the line segments CD equal T, and DE equal L.

Thus the total line segment CDE equals T+L. Then the probability

of making a torpedo attack, given a detection, will simply be

the ratio of the line segments:

Pa = T
T+L

The probability of making a missile attack will be one

(i.e., Pa=l). It is necessary therefore to determine the length

of the line segments L and T.

37. Consider figure 5 below taken from the relative tracks

of fig-Ure 2 on pe16.

It can be easily seen that

Cos p -

29
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T+L C- Co 5

but -AN N

therefore

and L

38. With the total line segment T+L detenAined it now

remains to detenoine either T or L. L seems to be the easiest

to obtain. Consider the diagram of figure 6: Consider the.

intersection of the patrol an L_ AB and the target transit path

CDE (i.e. the point D) as the origin for all measurements.

Then as the patroller at point F in figure 4 advances to F'

its detection circle crosses the transit path by a distance

x as noted on figure 6. Simu:ltaneously it sweeps a distance

y along the southern portion of the transit axis. The quantities

x and y can be related by the PBthagorean Theorem:

XAI
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lI

Fig. 6 ATTACK FPCSXTION AFTER AN OBSERVER ADVANCE OF x
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The negative root has no physical meaning.

While the patroller moves a distance x the target moves a distance

ux =
V r.

If the target is to avoid detection then

must hold for all values of x. Suppose

L+• --
then +_-_ • , L"- • -.

Depending on the value of L this equation could have (1) two

real but different roots, (2) two real. identical roots, or

(3) no real roots. If case (1) occurred it would mean that the

target had intersected the circular area of detection twice

(i.e., L+,(fat some point on x) once entering it and the other
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leaving it. Case (2) would imply that the target had been tangent

with the detection area at one point (i.e.,L÷kgrat one point

and k+j>Aat all other points) bat never intersected it.

Case (3) would mean that the target avoided the detection area

entirely (i.e.L÷+-,>q for all values of x). Obviously case

(2) is the one of interest; it yields the northernmiost position

of a target that can escape to the south ahead of the observer

submarine. ITf Case (2) is to occur then by the quadratic

formula:

- 1 + -- +

+L W - -L - =o_

Again the negative root has no physical significance since it

would make L negative.

39. We can now find T sinc~e (T+L) -L - T

Az
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and the possibility of making a torpedo attack, given a det-cton. is

Pa, ,T+L

PaA =1+IT
wy +I,

I I

Notice that Pa is independent of W. This is to be expected

since the line CDE is proportional to W. As a simple example

let us assume that the patrolling and target submarines are

moving at the same speed~then r=l and
I0

4C, Of particolar interest are the limiting cases when

r approaches infinity and zero. Notice that when

since + + =

This corresponds to the case where the tar~get submarine is

stationery within the patrol area, Then as the patroller sweeps

by, the probability that the target is north of the axi5 is

equal to the probability that it is to be south. and both are

equal to one-half. When
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since -L/ "

This corresponds to the case where the patrolling submarine is

stationary within range of the target axiL. Of course the target

would always first be detected north of the patrol axis. The

table below shows how Pa varies as a function or A

r Pa

0.0O 1.00000.3 0.979

0.5 o.947
1.0 0.854
2.0 0.724
3.3 0.644

0.500

41. The real physical significance of Pa is that it is

the probability that the patroller will first detect the target

while it is still to the north of the patrol axis. In this

h-,othetica example Pa has also been taken to be the probability

of being able to make a torpedo attack. This latter is a

purely arbitrary assumption for i2lustrative purposes and does

not reflect the limitations of i'cal torpedo systems. Real

torpedoes do present the attackei with the necessity of

maneuvering to a position compatible with their offensive

capabilities, however.
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42. Let Pc be the probability that the weapon will be

capable of destroying the target, given that it functions

reliably. For each of the three weapon systems being considered,

an arbitrary expression will be assumed for Pc. The purpose

here will not be to describe the capabilities of real weapons,

but only to indicate the type of tradeoffs with which an analyst

may be confronted. Torpedo type I is assumed to be big,

powerful, fast, and noisy. For this weapon Pc is assumed to be:

FC(.T) = C-0-5• d'•0 x.

Recall that T is the vulnerable portion of the target transit

path which lies to the north of the patrol axis. Thus the

farther north the target lies on line segment T the more effective

the torpedo is. The tacit assumption is being made here that

the patrollers speed is nearly equal to or greater than the

targets speed to assure the reasonableness of the expression

for Pc (I). Sinc- the analyst will eventually want to compute

the average cost per kill and since the target is assu-•med to

lie at any point on T with equal probability, the average

value of PF (I) will be of interest.

PrA) T o(7T4TL7 1
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.= o(37

43. Torpedo type II is assilned to be small, less powerful,

and slow, but it is extremely quiet. For this weapon assume

The average value of PC (II) can be found as follows:

424. The proposed missile is expected to be capable of

attack not only over the length T but over L also. For both

line segments assume this weapon has

Pc (ITT) = 1.

the methodology of the weapon reliability Pr. This methodology

has been exhaustively discussedi in such works as references (d-g).

For the two torpedoes of this analysis Pr will be assumed to

be known as:

Pr =0.9

For the yet undeveloped missile, Pr is a parameter which will

depend upon the price the decision-maker is willing to pay for

th mthdoog o te eaonreiailtyPr Tismehoolg
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the weapon. A range of Pr from 0.5 to 0.9 will be considered in

relation to cost.

46. The average costs for making a successful attack will

now be considered for each weapon and for mixes of the weapons.

Of course the costs assigned will be hypothetical and for

illustrative purposes only. In this inflationary world any

projected costs would soon seem archaic no matter how large

the numbers assumed, but the basic mathematical techniques will

remain unchanged.

Let:

(a) Kp - be the average cost of operating a submarine

on a thirty-day barrier patrol. This figure includes

all maintenance, training, depreciztion, and other costs.

(b) Kt - be the value of a torpedo-equipped submarine.

(c) Ks - be the value of a submarine equipped with both

torpedoes and a missile system.

(d) Kb - be the cost of torpedo type one. This price

includes all development, training, maintenance, and

exerecIse costs on a Pro rata hasi-

(e) Kc - be the similar cont for torpedo type two.

(f) Km - be the similar cost estimate for the proposed missile.

In the case of the missile it will be assumed that the decision-

maker can choose between three possible designs with reliability

cost tradeuffs as follows:

Pr KI

0.5 $ 1 000 000
0.7 1 500 000
0.9 3 000 000
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A major concern of the decision maker will be to decide whether

or not a missile system should be developed and if so which

alternative. The other costs will be assumed as follows:

Kp~ $ 1000 000
Kt 25 000 000
Ks - $ 30 000 000
Kb 200 000
Kc - 100 coo

47. As noted in paragraph 23 the cost-effectiveness (Ck)

can be computed as

Ck - Ca + Cr

Ck is the average cost-per-kill which is proportional to the

cost-effectiveness. Strictly speaking perhaps, cost-effectiveness

should be defined as 1 but this subtlety will be ignored in this
Ck

report. The analysts object is to minimize Ck which is

synonymous with maximizing cost-effectiveness. Assume that the

speed of a transiting submarine has been estimated to be 16

knots and a patrol submarine speed of 16 knots has been selected

to counter the threat. Then:

v = 16, u = 16, r = 1, and Pd = 0o696

for the torpedoes, Pa = 0.854

for the missile, Pa = 1.000

It is assumed that if the patroller either doesn't detect the

target or detects it but cannot make an attack, the target

will not detect the patrolling submarine. If the patroller

makes an attack and fails to destroy the target, there will

be no opportunity for a second attack, but the target will be able

4o
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to make one counterattack. Let Pe be the probability that the

counterattack will be successful. Pe will depend on the weapon

used in the first attack. Torpedo type (I) is noisy and

immediately betrays the position of the friendly submarine.

Type (II) is extremely and allows the target little opportunity

to determine the patroller's location. The missile will be

less certain. It may betray the patroller's position, but not

necessarily. Therefore the following is assumed for:

torpedo type fl) Fe (1) 0.1
torpedo type (II) Pe (II) 0.01
missile Fe (III) = 0.05

It is also assumed that the average number of cnemy transits

per thirty-day patrol is one.

48. As noted in paragraph 23

Pk = Pd . Pa . Pc Pr

Ca can be found simply as

Ca = Kp + Ki

where Ki is cost of the patricular weapon used (i.e., Kb, Kc, or Ki),

and Cr can be found as follows:

for torpedoes CL IP4 16- PA))

for the missile -- o

where (Pd . Pa) is the probability that the patroller commits

itself to an attack; (1 - Pc . Pr) ic the probability that the

attack fails; Pc is the probability that the enery succeeds in

destroying the patroller in the counterattack; and (Kt or Ks)
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is the cost of losing the patrol submarine.

49. The cost-effectiveness Cl can now be computed for each

weapon and for nmixcs ol the weapons. First for torpedo type (I)

where 0,7o.,7
Hcnce:

The average cosL per kill using torpedo type (I) alone.

For torpedo type (iI)

pit. P,,. k.

#7Z7, coo

For the three missile alternatives:

FOR PA. =0.5

FOPR P,0= 0.97

C (III) = $b 4D0 0o0

Clearly if a missile is to be developed it should be the alternative

r1th Pr = 0.7. Unless, of course, there are non-quantifiable
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factors which the decision maker must consider along with Cv.

Notice that for the torpedoes Ck is an average value. For

any particular situation the value of Ck depends on the positicn

of the target when first detected on the line T+L. But for

the missile this is not the case. Ck is the same no matter

where the target is first detected.

51. As was noted in paragraph 49, torpedo type (I) has

a much lower coot-per-kill than type (II) on the average.

But this is not true for all values of a. For exai•ple, when

a=o (i.e., the target is located at point C of figure 4):

Ck (1) $ 2 390 000

and

Ck (1I) = 2 070 000

In this situation, torpedo type (II) offers a si;:all advanrage

over .-ype (I). There exists a point such that CR (I) = Ck (iI).

Fir all values of (a) lesL than this point torpedo type (II)

should be used. Beyond it icrpedo type (I) should be used.

Thus a rix of tzrpedoes should yJeld Kl; bt~ lower C'

than -(I). oi'hc rossover I-int can be found most easily

by simple brute force cut-and-try methods with or without tiv

use of a computer. The crossover in this case occurs when

a = 0.09T

Therefore the appropriate Pc Ts must be recalculated.

C O4
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PS~) C". 01

0

-• o.?.ao

an t eso ooo

and a email adva.ntage over the use of torpedo type (I) is

realized when this result is compared with that in paragraph

s49. it first. glance the improvement may seem so s:,rall that

tPe existence of type (II) seems unjustified. But notice that

the use oi" type 1I greatly reduces the risk to the friendly

submarine, and this means that fewer lives are lost. Thus

torpedo type (II) has a major benefit which is not quantifiable

and so it may frequently be used in situations where its cost-

e5hfectivenessss less favorable than that of torpedo type (I).

5an . If the missnle with Pr u O'7 were developed and added

to thr a iz would it resul i coe m avorable w k? Certainly atgI

values of (a) greater thal (T) it would contribute to the patrollers
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effectiveness since the patroller has no capab144ly if t•he

S..... . L.L- J-1n t range

T - a --zT+L

if only torpedoes are used. Again a crossover po-it exists

between torpedo type (I) and the missile. Once more, by

cut-and-try methods, the following .rossoder is found:

s =.68T.

54. Notice thau since

Pa = T = O.-54
T+L

L = O.171T

and the total length of the detection line segment i'

T+L = 1.171T

Therefore, (7k for a torpedo plus missile mix can be expressed as

/ 00. 09- ) _ +/.

C 0 5-, O 'C(I + 0 -07 7C~I + 0-bc,21

where o,6ST

o/Vd?\

0. OYT

0= o.79

CIt 0 O0 0

Cii odid ii m ii l i
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for the total mix
o8 o000

which is a disappointingly smLll improvement over the value

computed In paragraph 52. Other factors being equal, a decision

maker would be reluctant to develop a weapon that offered such

a small advantage.

55. The major drawback to the missile system is that

its co~t is so unusually high when compared with the worth of

the patrol submarine. In real life, the submarine worth is

probably mugh higher and this would favor the development of the

missile. But this example in Part II was meant only to illustrate

the general methodn that an analyst must use in solving an

(OA) problem. The values used were hypothetical, but the

illustration does serve to indicate the complexity that can

arise from a relatively simple tactical situation. The need

foo a systematic application of the methods outlined in Part I

should now be obvious,

46
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100076 14:I10 G -I K 12/131 / 6q

Ps *26756M V= 6 U= 6 Wx 9.529P= .345333 V= 6 U= 8 W= 13.83
P= •423795 V= 6 U= 10 W= 18.232
P= °503693 V= 6 LJ= 12 L•= 22. 53P= • .84R93 V= 6 UJ= 14 6= 26.936
P= .667102 V= 6 U= 16 W= 31.289
P= -750063 V= 6 U=18 i'= 35.64P= .q33509 V= 6 U= 20 W= 39.992
P= .274679 V= 8 U= 6 W= 9.352
P= .355611. V= 3 L= 8 1W= 32.704
P= *43337 V= q U= 10 W= 17.056P= o 511319 V= 9 U= 12 W= 2 1. 401
Pm= o59023 V= 8 U= 1 4 W= 25.76
H = .670149 V= 8 J= 16 W= 30. 112
P= .750991 V= R 1= W= 34.464P= .832125 V= 9 U= 20 W= 37.8!6
P= .;273t99 V= 10 J= 6 W= 7. 176P= ,362842 V 10 U= 8 k= I1 .52R
P= • 442P1 4 V= 10 U= 10 W= 15.98P= .520465 V= 10 U= 12 W= 20.232
P= .597998 V= 10 U= 14 W= 24.5134
P= .676069 V= 10 J- 16 Lm 28.936Pm= 754731 V= 10 U= 18 W= 33.2 8
P= .933671 V= 10 U= 20 iý= 37.64P= .262079 V= 12 u= 6 W= 6P= .364537 V= 12 U= 3 W= 10.352
P= .449692 V= 12 U= 10 W= 14.704P= .52R918 V= 12 u= 12 W= 19.056
P= .606245 V= 12 U= 14 W= 23.403P= .693172 V= 12 U= 16 W= 27.76P= .760133 V= 12 U= 1N W= 32,112P= -836914 V= 12 U= 20 •L = 36.464
P= .2398S26 V= 14 LJ= 6 Wm= 4.R24
P= .35926 V= 14 U= 3 w= 9.176P= -45ZJA V= 

IU 0 = 8P= .535156 V= 14 Ui= 12 t.,= 17.89
P= .613b46 V= 14 U= 14 = 22.232
Pm .690169 V= 14 Lj= 16 : 26. 5s4P= .765957 V= 1 U 1 = I.= 30-936

-'= -840664 V= 14 U= 20 w= 35.2'-9

-/
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Pa .202888 V= 16 U= 6 , 3.649
Pa .34613 Vm 16 U= = 8
P= .450 79 V= 16 U= 10 W= 12.352
1= .538178 V= 16 UJ= 12 W= 16.704
P= .611912 V- 16 U= 14 W= 21.056
P= .696127 V= 16 U= 16 W= 25.40R
P= .771362 V= 16 U= 18 W= 29.76
P= .844955 V= 16 UI 20 t%= 34.112
P= .153337 V: 19 U= 6 W= 2.472
P= -324t03 V= 18 LJ= 8 W= 6,924
Pz .442212 V= Is U: 10 W= 11.176
P= .537332 V= 18 U: 12 W= 15.528
P= 6621679 V= IR U= 14 W= 19.8R
P= .7004 V= 19 U= 16 W= 24.232
P= .775749 V= 1 ý3= 18 W= 28.534
P= .;48305 V= 18 U= 20 W= 32.936
P= 8.91436 E-2 V= 20 U= 6 W= 1.296
P= .293852 V= 20 U= ý3 W= 5.648
P= • 428 1 1 5 V= 20 U= 10 W= 10
P= .b32179 V= 20 U= 12 h= 14.352
P= .621397 V= 20 U= 14 W= 18-704
P= .702547 V= 20 U= 16 w= 23.056
P= .778704 V= 20 U= 1 ;,= 27.408
P .850867 V= 20 U= 20 W= 31.76

TI vlE: 5 SECS.

SAVE

WAI T.

r' EA UY.

bYE

OFF AT 14:18.
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Pd matrix for a 50 Nautical Mile ">avrier

u (target speed)

6 8 10 12 14 16 10 20

6 0.268 0.345 0.424 0.504 0.5'5 0.567 0.750 0-334

8 0.275 0.356 0.433 0.511 0.590 0.570 0.751 0.632

"10 0.274 0.363 0.443 0.520 0.59ý 0.676 0.755 0.334

12 0.262 0.365 0.450 0.52) o.6O6 0.33 .760 0.336

14 0.239 0 .35c 0.45- 0.35 0.614 c.610 oc"66 o.341

16 0.203 0.346 o.450 0.53' 0.6 1 o.6ý6 0.771 0,."450

18 0.153 0.325 o.44: 0.537 0.52Z 0.700 0.776 o..4'

20 0.089 0.2,4 o.42` 0.532 o.621 0.703 0.779 0.851

Enclosure (2)

S'O
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Pd Matrix for a 100 Nautical Ml)e Barrier

u (target speed)

6 8 10 12 14 16 16 20

6 0.134 0.173 0.212 0.252 0.293 0.334 0.376 0.417

S8 0.138 0.179 0.218 0.257 0.296 0°336 0.377 0.413

10 0.13F 0.183 0.223 0.262 0.301 0.340 0.380 0.420

S12 0.133 0-135 0.220 0.263 0.307 0.345 0.334 0.423

14 0 .121 0.1C3 0.230 0.272 0.312 0.351 0.339 0.422

S16 0.103 0.176 0.230 0.275 0,316 0.356 0.395 o.433

i3 0.077 0.165 0.226 0.275 0.319 0.360 0.399 0.43,

20 0,045 0.150 0.219 0.274 0.320 0.363 0.403 0.443

5-,
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Pd Matrix for a 200 Nautical 11ile Barrier

u (target speed)

6 10 i2 14 16 13 0

6 0.067 0.017 0.-1) 0.126 O.146 0.167 0.128 0.209

.0.0 .9 0.090 0.10o? 0.129 0.I4J 0.16s o.I3. 0.209

P O 0.069 0.3)2 o.iL? 0.131 - .15 0.170 0.1 0.?

1 12 0.067 0.093 1. l' 0.134 0.15) 0.1;3 0.193 0 C L2

S14 0.061 ?.0)2 . .11- 3.137 0.157 0.176 0.195 0.215

v 16 0.052 0.019 0.116 0.13 0.159 0.172 0.19j 0.21J3

13 0.039 0.o03 0.11: 0.139 o.iLi 0.131 0.201 0.2-1

20 0.02 0.075 0.111 0.131. 0 .1 0.1. 3 0.204 0.2ý3

sa.
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LIST
L P, T'A I T .

r-0,376 15:24 CEIR 01/.2/A9

10 LET D=50
.ý') LFT A =- 0.t6
30 LET i=2.176
40 LET U=a
50 LET I.:=ij1+2

60 LET V=S
70 LET VsV*-
75 LET E=A*I,,*3,*J
80 LET F=O/E
90 LET G=SQRR(CV/IJ) t2+1)
100 LET 01=(•-l )*F*.*(F-1-(5-J I1)
101 LET E I -F * A// , )
102 LET HI=iI*E1
110 LET H2za((F -U)-((G-1)/?))t;2F(CC-),A:(-r/W+(I-(-F*,/),)
120 LET H3=((F-I)*R,*)t2
130 LET Pl=(N2-H2)/H3
140 PRINT "LJ:"'U."V"V,"P1="P1
150 IF V-c20 THEN 70
160 IF IJ<20 T..4FHN5q
1 70 END
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